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New deadlines
• Presentation topic and initial project email: 

Wednesday the 7th, midnight 

• Project proposal: Wednesday the 21st 

• Late policy: 3 free late days 

• Individual projects: final report or presentation 
Two-person teams: final report and presentation 

• Mid-November: informal status reports / discussion



Final project ideas

• Doug James’s list of suggested projects 

• Recent topics in fluid simulation / etc.



New homework demo



Perpetual anonymous 
feedback form



Rigid bodies



Rigid body equations

ẋ = v      (position) 

Ṙ = [ω×]R    (orientation) 

ṗ = f      (linear momentum) 

L̇ = τ      (angular momentum) 

• Finally, v = m−1p, and ω = I−1L 

• I = R Ibody RT

actually, use quaternions

{
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Collisions and contact



Collisions and contact

• Are two things colliding? Collision detection 

• What to do about it? Collision response



Collision detection



Collision detection

Given two objects in motion (particles, rigid bodies, 
deformable bodies, etc.), 

• Are they currently intersecting? 

• Will they intersect soon? When?



Broad and narrow phases

Testing all O(n2) pairs of objects for collisions is 
expensive! 

1. Broad phase: Quickly cull pairs of objects that are too 
far apart to possibly collide 

2. Narrow phase: Perform geometrical collision test 
between pairs of objects/primitives



Collision detection techniques
Huge topic! 

Which method is best depends on whether objects are… 
• convex or non-convex 
• represented as surface meshes or volumetrically 

• open surfaces (e.g. cloth) or closed (solids) 
• rigid or deformable 
• …



Today’s agenda
We’ll talk about two narrow-phase techniques: 

• Signed distance functions for rigid bodies 

• Continuous collision detection between deforming meshes 

and briefly discuss two broad-phase techniques: 

• Sweep and prune 

• Bounding volume hierarchies 

For more, see Lin and Gottschalk, “Collision detection between geometric 
models: A survey” (1998)



Signed distance functions



Signed distance functions
• Define a scalar field ɸ(x) such that 
ɸ(x) = ±(distance from x to surface of object), 
negative if inside, positive if outside.

Object surface SDF ɸ(x) Normal = ∇ɸ(x)



Collision detection with SDFs

• Represent SDF as a grid of scalars in body space 

• Point-inside-object test: Transform point into body 
space, look up value of ɸ. 

• Object-object collision test: Do point-inside-object test 
for all vertices.



Continuous collision 
detection



Collisions between polyhedra

• If objects are deformable, can’t use a precomputed 
SDF. Have to test all the mesh faces. 

• Only two possible types  
of collisions: vertex/face 
and edge/edge.



Collisions between polygons

Vertex/face Edge/edge

In both cases, exactly four vertices are involved. 

Collision happens when they are coplanar.



Collision detection
• Assuming constant velocity, positions are linear in t: 

x1(t) = x10 + v1t,        x2(t) = x20 + v2t,        … 
• Coplanarity test: volume of tetrahedron is zero. 

det [x21(t)    x31(t)    x41(t)] = 0 

• Third-order polynomial in t. First positive root t* gives 
candidate time of collision. 
• Then test point-in-triangle / line-segment-

intersection in 2D at time t*.



Collision detection

• More details in Bridson et al., “Robust Treatment of 
Collisions, Contact and Friction for Cloth 
Animation” (2002), sec. 6



Sweep and prune



Sweep and prune

• Compute axis-aligned bounding boxes for each object 

• Project boxes to intervals on x axis, sort by endpoints, 
sweep through and find overlapping intervals 

• Repeat for y and z axes
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Bounding volume 
hierarchies



Bounding volume hierarchies

Bounding volume: a simple primitive that encloses a 
given shape and is easy to perform collision tests on. 

• e.g. boxes, spheres, etc. 

Build a hierarchy of BVs recursively from the top down



BVHs for deformable objects

Build a BVH of all the triangles 
in the surface mesh 

Collision test between two deformable objects: 
• Test root nodes for collision 
• if no collision, done 
• else test all children of one against all children of other



Next class

• Collision resolution 

• Reading: Guendelman et 
al., “Nonconvex Rigid 
Bodies with 
Stacking” (2003)


